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*Bradyrhizobium* ORS285 forms a nitrogen-fixating symbiosis with both Nod factor (NF)-dependent and NF-independent *Aeschynomene* spp. The *Bradyrhizobium* ORS285 *ribBA* gene encodes for a putative bifunctional enzyme with 3,4-dihydroxybutanone phosphate (3,4-DHBP) synthase and guanosine triphosphate (GTP) cyclohydrolase II activities, catalyzing the initial steps in the riboflavin biosynthesis pathway. In this study, we show that inactivating the *ribBA* gene does not cause riboflavin auxotrophy under free-living conditions and that, as shown for RibBAs from other bacteria, the GTP cyclohydrolase II domain has no enzymatic activity. For this reason, we have renamed the annotated *ribBA* as *ribBX*. Because we were unable to identify other *ribBA* or *ribA* and *ribB* homologs in the genome of *Bradyrhizobium* ORS285, we hypothesize that the ORS285 strain can use unconventional enzymes or an alternative pathway for the initial steps of riboflavin biosynthesis. Inactivating *ribBX* has a drastic impact on the interaction of *Bradyrhizobium* ORS285 with many of the tested *Aeschynomene* spp. In these *Aeschynomene* spp., the ORS285 *ribBX* mutant is able to infect the plant host cells but the intracellular infection is not maintained and the nodules senesce early. This phenotype can be complemented by reintroduction of the 3,4-DHBP synthase domain alone. Our results indicate that, in *Bradyrhizobium* ORS285, the RibBX protein is not essential for riboflavin biosynthesis under certain symbiotic conditions.
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*Bradyrhizobium* sp. ORS285 is a photosynthetic Gram-negative bacterium that belongs to the order Rhizobiales. It invades the base of lateral roots or the adventitious root primordia on the stem of host *Aeschynomene* spp. and triggers the formation of a new plant organ, the so called nodule. Within plant cells of the formed nodules, the bacteria are chronically maintained and differentiate into dinitrogen-fixing bacteroids. The ORS285–*Aeschynomene* interaction is a very interesting symbiotic model because (i) depending on the *Aeschynomene* spp., the infection and nodule organogenesis does or does not rely on the bacterial synthesis of Nod factors (NFs) (Giraud et al. 2007) and (ii) between NF-independent and NF-dependent *Aeschynomene* spp., a drastic difference in morphology of the ORS285 bacteroids is observed (i.e., the bacteroids are spherical in NF-independent species whereas they are elongated in the NF-dependent ones) (Czemnic et al. 2015).

Riboflavin (vitamin B2) is the precursor of flavin mononucleotide (FMN) and flavin adenine dinucleotide (FAD). FMN and FAD are cofactors of flavoproteins that are involved in a large number of reactions concerning energy metabolism such as degradation of fatty acids, carbohydrates, and amino acids (Abbas and Sibirny 2011). Flavoproteins also mediate reactions during biosynthesis and DNA repair, bioluminescence, and light sensing (Christie et al. 2015; Dunlap 2014; Tagua et al. 2015). Moreover, flavin nucleotides play an crucial role in the synthesis of secondary metabolites and metabolism of other vitamins such as pyridoxine (vitamin B6), cobalamine (vitamin B12), and folate (Haase et al. 2014). Experiments with a riboflavin auxotroph of *Rhizobium trifolii* showed that the bioavailability of riboflavin strongly influences the symbiotic interaction with different red clover (*Trifolium pratense*) cultivars and that the effectiveness correlated with the flavin content in the nodules (Pankhurst et al. 1974; Schwinghammer 1970). Addition of riboflavin to the plant growth medium also has been shown to stimulate *Medicago sativa* root colonization by *Ensifer meliloti* (Yang et al. 2002; Yurgel et al. 2014). Bacterial flavin metabolism has also been shown to be important for the intracellular survival and mouse colonization by *Brucella abortus* (Bonomi et al. 2010). This shows that riboflavin plays an important role in symbiotic and pathogenic microbe–host interactions.

Plants and the majority of bacteria are able to synthesize riboflavin de novo through the riboflavin biosynthetic pathway. In this pathway, one molecule of guanosin-5′-triphosphate (GTP) and two molecules of ribulose-5-phosphate are converted into one molecule of riboflavin (Fig. 1A). The bacterial enzymes (*Escherichia coli* abbreviations are used for clarity) in this pathway are GTP cyclohydrolase II (RibA), 3,4-dihydroxy-2-butanoate 4-phosphate (3,4-DHBP) synthase (RibB), pyrimidine deaminase/reductase (RibD), 6,7-dimethyl-8-ribityllumazine...
The gcdH gene encodes for a glutaryl-CoA dehydrogenase, an enzyme that can play a role in many different pathways (fatty acid/lysine/benzoate degradation, tryptophan metabolism, and metabolism of secondary metabolites). Interestingly, in the reaction catalyzed by GcdH, a derivative of riboflavin, FAD, functions as cofactor by accepting the electron in the oxidation of the substrate, and its reoxidation by an electron-transfer flavoprotein completes the catalytic cycle of the enzyme. Transcribed in the opposite direction of ribBA is a gene that is annotated in Bradyrhizobium genomes as putative 2-aminoadipate transaminase or transaminase. However, closer examination of the gene product showed that, in addition to the transaminase domain, it also contains a helix-turn-helix DNA-binding domain. For this reason, we hypothesized that the gene product is not an enzyme but a transcriptional regulator belonging to the GntR family (Rigali et al. 2002) and, as such, could be implicated in the expression of the ribBA-gcdH (BRAD5118) operon. To investigate the role of ribBA and the surrounding genes in the symbiotic interaction of Bradyrhizobium ORS285 with Aescynomenaceae legumes, we have inactivated the ribBA, gcdH, BRAD5118, and gntR-like genes by integration of the non-replicative plasmid pJG194(-gusa) (Griffitts and Long 2008). All mutant strains were able to grow on solid minimal growth medium without riboflavin supplementation (Fig. 1E) and had similar growth rates compared with the wild-type (WT) strain when grown in equivalent liquid medium (Fig. 1F). This observation is remarkable because RibB and RibA are the only known...
enzymes to catalyze the first steps of the riboflavin biosynthetic pathway and, by BLAST analysis using ORS285 ribBA as query and an E-value cut-off ≤ 1, we did not identify an additional copy of ribBA or putative ribA and ribB homologs in the genome of the ORS285 strain. These findings suggest that *Bradyrhizobium* ORS285 can use unconventional enzymes for the biosynthesis of riboflavin.

The GTP cyclohydrolase II domain in RibBA of *Bradyrhizobium* ORS285 cannot complement an *E. coli* ribB mutant.

Because ribBA is not essential for growth, one can ask whether the gene product does, indeed, have the two enzyme activities predicted from the presence of the two functional domains 3,4-DHBP synthase (PF00926) and GTP cyclohydrolase II (PF00925). This question is all the more justified given that Brutinel et al. (2013) indicated that approximately 40% of the ribBA genes are likely misannotated and should be renamed ribBX, because the encoded GTP cyclohydrolyse II domain lacks catalytic activity. To obtain insight into the potential functionality of the two enzymatic domains in ORS285 RibBA, we examined the amino acid sequences and compared these with the RibB and RibA enzymes of *E. coli* because their three-dimensional structures have been solved and the amino acids that are important for enzyme activity are known (Kelly et al. 2001; Liao et al. 2001; Ren et al. 2005). ClustalW analysis showed that the active site residues of *E. coli* RibB are totally conserved in the N-terminal region of the RibBA sequence of ORS285 and supplementary analyzed RibBA homologs (Supplementary Fig. S1). In contrast, the RibBA sequences from ORS285 and other examined bradyrhizobia lack the amino acids for zinc binding and ring opening that are critical for GTP cyclohydrolyse II activity in *E. coli* RibB (Fig. 2A). To further investigate the functionality of ORS285 RibBA, we used *E. coli* riboflavin auxotrophs with transposon insertions in ribA and ribB. In addition to a plasmid expressing the full-length ORS285 ribBA gene, the two *E. coli* mutants were also transformed with plasmids that only express the N-terminal 3,4-DHBP synthase domain (RibB) or C-terminal GTP cyclohydrolyse II domain (RibA). The resulting strains were grown on minimal medium agar plates without riboflavin supplementation to analyze functional complementation of riboflavin biosynthesis. Plasmids expressing the full-length ribBA sequence or the 3,4-DHBP synthase domain alone were able to complement the *E. coli* ribB mutant for growth in the absence of riboflavin (Fig. 2B). In contrast, none of the plasmids were able to complement the *E. coli* ribB mutant. The above data indicate that the ribBA gene of ORS285 does not possess GTP cyclohydrolyse II activity (Fig. 2C). For this reason, we have renamed the ORS285 ribBA gene ribBX, as was done by Brutinel et al. (2013); and, for clarity, we have abbreviated the domain with homology to RibA as “RibX domain” in the rest of this study.

**RibBX is required for a symbiotic interaction with Nod factor-independent *Aeschynomene* spp.**

*Bradyrhizobium* ORS285 has a relatively broad host range and, depending on the plant species, uses NF-independent or NF-dependent mechanisms to establish a symbiotic interaction (Giraud et al. 2007). To investigate the effect of inactivating
genes in the ribBX-containing region on the symbiotic interaction with an NF-independent host plant, we infected our model species A. evenia with the WT and ribBX, gcdH, BRAD5118, and gnrR mutants. At 23 days postinfection (dpi), only noninoculated plants and plants inoculated with the ribBX mutant showed drastic differences with plants inoculated with the WT strain. Noninoculated and ribBX-infected plants had clear nitrogen starvation signs such as reduced plant growth and foliar chlorosis (Fig. 3A). In addition, whereas nodules on plants infected with the WT and gcdH, BRAD5118, or gnrR mutant strains had a pink or red color, the majority of nodules on ribBX-infected plants were entirely white (Fig. 3B). The white color is symptomatic for nodules that do not fix nitrogen.

Analysis of the number of nodules at 23 dpi showed that plants infected with the ribBX mutant contained approximately twice the number of nodules compared with plants inoculated with the WT or gcdH, BRAD5118, or gnrR mutant strains (Fig. 3C). An increase in nodule number is often found with rhizobia mutants that form nonfunctional nodules, and is accredited to a mechanism called autoregulation of noduleulation that assures an equilibrium between benefits of nodule formation and energy costs for the plant (Wang et al. 2018). In line with the visual observations, the acetylene reduction assay (ARA) showed that nodules on plants infected with the ribBX mutant had virtual zero nitrogenase enzyme activity, and that the nitrogenase enzyme activity of nodules elicited by gcdH, BRAD5118, or gnrR mutant strains were comparable with that of the WT (Fig. 3D).

To investigate whether the absence of nitrogenase activity is a symbiotic or general phenotype of the ribBX mutant, we have also performed the ARA assay under free-living conditions. In the absence of riboflavin supplementation to the growth medium and conditions that induce the expression of nitrogenase genes (i.e., low oxygen tension and absence of a nitrogen source), the nitrogenase enzyme activity of the ribBX strain was comparable with that of the WT strain (Fig. 4A). This shows that the observed absence of nitrogenase enzyme activity in nodules is due to a disturbed symbiotic interaction of the ribBX mutant with the A. evenia host plant.

Cytological observations showed that, in contrast to nodules found on plants infected with the gcdH and BRAD5118 mutant strain, the nodules induced by the ribBX mutant were often hollow inside and displayed no β-glucuronidase (GUS) activity (these three mutants were created by inserting a promoterless gusA cassette into the gene) (Fig. 4E versus G and H). However, whereas the majority of ribBX nodules showed no GUS activity, in some nodules on the same plant, low GUS activity was detected (Fig. 4F). These nodules were often small, suggesting that these are young, developing nodules. To analyze whether the ribBX gene is expressed in a WT context, we also
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**Fig. 3.** ORS285 ribBX inactivation affects the symbiotic interaction with Aeschynomene evenia (CIAT22838). A, Comparison of the growth of A. evenia plants inoculated with wild-type (wt) ORS285, ORS285 ribBX, ORS285 gcdH, ORS285 BRAD5118, and ORS285 gnrR. Noninoculated plants (n) were used as control. B, Mature nodules on A. evenia plants inoculated with ORS285, ORS285 ribBX, ORS285 gcdH, ORS285 BRAD5118, and ORS285 gnrR. Note the presence of white-colored nodules (black arrow) on A. evenia plants inoculated with the ORS285 ribBX strain. C, Number of root nodules on A. evenia plants inoculated with ORS285, ORS285 ribBX, ORS285 gcdH, ORS285 BRAD5118, and ORS285 gnrR. The mean amount of produced ethylene per plant (n = 5) is indicated. Error bars (C and D) represent standard errors of the mean and letters represent conditions with significant difference according to Tukey’s test (P < 0.05).
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**Fig. 4.** A, ORS285 ribBX mutant has nitrogenase enzyme activity under free-living conditions. Ethylene production of wild-type (WT) ORS285 and ORS285 ribBX grown for 7 days in vacuum tubes containing BNM-B agar (0.8% wt/vol) medium without riboflavin supplementation and 10% acetylene gas. The mean amount of produced ethylene per tube (n = 4) is indicated. OD600 = optical density at 600 nm. Error bars represent standard errors of the mean and letters represent conditions with significant difference according to Tukey’s test (P < 0.05). B and C, RibBX promoter activity in nodules of Aeschynomene evenia. A. evenia plants were infected with the WT or Pmuc-gusA reporter strain and, at 15 days postinfection (dpi), the β-glucuronidase activity in 70 µM nodule sections was determined by 5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indoxyl-β-D-glucuronide cyclohexylammonium salt (X-Glu) staining. β-Glucuronidase activity in A. evenia nodules induced by WT, E and F, ribBX, G, gcdH, and H, BRAD5118 mutant strains of Bradyrhizobium ORS285. Nodule sections (70 µM) were stained for 30 min with X-Glu. Confocal microscopic analysis of nodules induced by I and J, WT ORS285 and K and L, ORS285 ribBX mutant. ORS285 bacteroids are spherical (J) whereas the intracellular bacteria in nodules induced by the ORS285 ribBX mutant have an elongated shape (L).
constructed a reporter strain in which the gusA gene is placed under the control of the promoter region of the ribBX gene. This reporter strain showed that the ribBX gene is expressed in WT mature nodules (Fig. 4C). All of these observations suggest that the first stages of the infection and nodule organogenesis process are not affected by the ribBX mutation but that, at later stages, the infection cannot persist and nodules senesce prematurely. To investigate the infection process in more detail, we have transformed the ORS285 ribBX mutant with a plasmid that expresses superyellow fluorescent protein (sYFP) constitutively. A. evenia plants were infected with this sYFP-tagged strain and nodules present at 7 dpi were analyzed by confocal microscopy. This early time point of analysis was chosen to observe infection stages before nodule senescence in ribBX-infected plants emerged. At 7 dpi, plants infected by the WT and ribBX strain contained mature-sized nodules in which plant cells in the central tissue were uniformly infected by bacteria (Fig. 4I and K). However, whereas WT bacteria in these nodules are differentiated into spherical bacteroids, they have an elongated shape in RibBX nodules (Fig. 4J versus L). This indicates that, in the absence of the RibBX protein, ORS285 cells are unable to differentiate into the spherical bacteroids that are characteristic for the symbiotic interaction with NF-independent Aeschynomene legumes.

As indicated above, ribBX encodes for a protein with a 3,4-DHBP synthase domain and a RibB domain with unknown function. To analyze whether both domains are required for the symbiotic interaction of the ORS285 strain with A. evenia, the ribBX mutant strain was transformed with plasmids expressing full-length RibBX (pribBX), the 3,4-DHBP synthase domain (pribB), and the RibX domain (pribX). Plasmids expressing full-length RibBX and the RibB domain were able to complement the symbiotic phenotype of the ribBX mutant strain (Fig. 5A to D). This indicates that the RibB domain in RibBX is sufficient to obtain an efficient symbiotic interaction of ORS285 with A. evenia plants.

The Aeschynomene spp. that establish NF-independent symbiosis form a single clade that can be split into four subgroups (Chaintreuil et al. 2018). To investigate whether the requirement for a functional ribBX gene as found for A. evenia is a generality within this clade, we infected one species of each subgroup with the ribBX mutant strain. With all analyzed species, plants infected with the ribBX mutant strain had (i) nitrogen starvation symptoms, (ii) an increase in number of nodules as compared with plants infected with the WT, and (iii) low nitorgenase enzyme activity (Table 1). These data suggest that the functionality of the ribBX gene is obligatory for an efficient symbiotic interaction with NF-independent Aeschynomene spp.

In NF-dependent Aeschynomene spp., RibBX requirement depends on the host plant.

We also investigated the consequence of inactivating the ribBX, gcdH, BRAD5118, or gntR-like gene on A. afraspera plants, an Aeschynomene spp. that uses an NF-dependent process for symbiosis. Another characteristic of the symbiosis between ORS285 and A. afraspera is that, in this interaction, the ORS285 cells differentiate into elongated bacteroids (elongated bacteroids are characteristic for the interaction of ORS285 with all NF-dependent Aeschynomene host plants). For this, we infected A. afraspera with the different mutant strains and observed the effect on plant growth, nodule number, and nitrogenase enzyme activity at 20 dpi. In all analyzed phenotypic aspects, plants infected with the mutant strains were indistinguishable from plants infected with the WT strain (Fig. 6A to D). To analyze whether the ribBX gene is expressed in A. afraspera, we also inoculated this NF-dependent Aeschynomene sp. with the reporter strain, in which the gusA gene is placed under the control of the promoter region of the ribBX gene. As in nodules from A. evenia plants, nodules from A. afraspera plants infected with this reporter strain had high GUS activity, in contrast to nodules induced by the WT strain (Fig. 6E and F). Although 5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indoxyl-β-D-glucuronide cyclohexylammonium salt staining is a qualitative measurement for gene expression, we want to note that, by eye and under the same experimental conditions, no difference in color between the nodules of A. evenia and A. afraspera could be detected (Figs. 4C and 6F). This indicates that there is no correlation between the RibBX requirement for symbiosis and the expression in the nodules. The absence of an effect with the ribBX strain in A. afraspera plants was surprising because, with all tested NF-independent Aeschynomene spp., the symbiotic
interaction of this mutant was drastically affected (Fig. 3; Table 1). For this reason, we tested the ribBX mutant with another NF-dependent *Aeschynomene* sp., *A. nilotica*, which establishes an efficient symbiosis with the WT ORS285 strain. In contrast to *A. afraspera*, *A. nilotica* plants had nitrogen starvation symptoms, increased nodule numbers, and no nitrogenase enzyme activity when infected with the ribBX mutant (Fig. 7A to D). This indicates that, in the group of NF-dependent *Aeschynomene* spp., the requirement of RibBX activity to establish an efficient symbiosis plant to host plant.

To investigate the contrasting phenotype of the ribBX mutant in symbiosis with *A. afraspera* and *A. nilotica* in more detail, we used the YFP-tagged version of the WT and ribBX mutant strain to study the bacteroid differentiation. In nodules of both NF-dependent *Aeschynomene* spp., ORS285 ribBX mutant cells differentiated like the WT cells into elongated bacteroids (Fig. 8B, D, F, and H). However, despite the differentiation of the ribBX mutant into elongated bacteroids in *A. nilotica* plants as observed at 7 dpi, most of the ribBX mutant-induced nodules observed at 21 dpi were hollow inside and displayed no GUS activity (Fig. 7F). This indicates that, despite the differentiation of the ribBX mutant into elongated bacteroids, the bacterial infection was not maintained and the nodules senesced very shortly after their formation.

**DISCUSSION**

The riboflavin biosynthesis pathway has been extensively studied, and all enzymes that compose this pathway are thought to be identified and well conserved in bacteria. Similar to other bacteria, the *Bradyrhizobium* ORS285 strain contains sequence homologs of the RibA and RibB enzymes that catalyze the initial step of two separate reactions that converge in the riboflavin synthesis pathway (Fig. 1A). However, as found in some bacteria, the RibB and RibA domains are fused and encoded by a single gene that was annotated as ribBA. Here, we show that the growth of an ORS285 strain in which the ribBA gene is inactivated is indistinguishable from the growth of the ribBX mutant (Brutinel et al. 2013). In accordance, we have renamed the ORS285 ribBA gene ribBX and the domain with homology to RibA the RibX domain. For *S. oneidensis* RibBX, it has been shown that the presence of the RibX domain decreases the 3,4-DHBP synthase activity of the RibB domain (Brutinel et al. 2013). In addition, recent experiments using purified Acinetobacter baumannii RibBX showed that FMN (one of the end products of riboflavin biosynthesis) drastically inhibits the 3,4-DHBP synthase activity (Wang et al. 2019). Structural modeling of FMN on the *A. baumannii* RibBX crystal structure indicated that the RibX domain can bind FMN. Based on this finding, it is hypothesized that FMN binding to the RibX domain allosterically regulates the enzyme activity of the RibB domain (Wang et al. 2019). These results indicate that the RibX domain has a regulatory function and explains why some of these domains originally annotated as “RibA” do not display the predicted GTP cyclohydrolase II enzyme activity.

The above results, and the absence of other genes encoding proteins with homology to RibA and RibB, suggest that ORS285 has other unknown enzymes with GTP cyclohydrolase II and 3,4-DHBP synthase activity or uses a different biosynthesis pathway to produce riboflavin. With respect to the RibB enzyme activity, studies have indicated that diacetyl (= butanediol/butane-2,3-dione) is able to replace 3,4-dihydroxybutanone in the riboflavin biosynthesis pathway (Crossley et al. 2007; Nakajima and Mitsuda 1984). Diacetyl is synthesized from pyruvate and is the first step of the biosynthesis pathway is mediated by thiamine pyrophosphate (TPP). Interestingly, in *Bradyrhizobium* ORS285 and several other bacteria, the gene *thlI*, encoding the enzyme catalyzing the last step in TPP biosynthesis, is found close to *rib* genes (Fig. 1B). Thus, using diacetyl instead of 3,4-dihydroxybutanone to synthesize riboflavin could, in part, explain why the absence of 3,4-DHBP synthase activity in the ORS285 ribBX strain does not lead to riboflavin auxotrophy. Interestingly, an *Ensifer meliloti* ribBA mutant has also been shown not to be a riboflavin auxotroph and no additional ribBA, ribA, or ribB genes could be identified (Yurgel et al. 2014). Thus, the presence of an unconventional route or alternative enzymes to synthesize riboflavin could be more common in rhizobia and requires further research in the future.

In several bacteria, ribBA/ribBX mutants have been shown to secrete less or no riboflavin into the extracellular medium (Brutinel et al. 2013; Worst et al. 1998; Yang et al. 2002; Yurgel et al. 2014). In contrast to *E. meliloti*, laboratory-grown ORS285 WT cells secrete very low levels of riboflavin into the culture medium (riboflavin fluorescence just above the fluorescent levels of the noninoculated growth medium), and these

### Table 1. Characteristics of the symbiotic interaction between the wild type (WT) and the ribBX mutant of *Bradyrhizobium* ORS285 and different Nod-factor (NF)-independent and NF-dependent *Aeschynomene* spp.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plant species</th>
<th>Growth stimulation plants</th>
<th>Mean number of nodules/plant</th>
<th>Leghemoglobin</th>
<th>Nitrogenase enzyme activity (nmol ethylene/plant•h)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WT</td>
<td>ribBX</td>
<td></td>
<td>WT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NF-independent</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>WT</td>
<td>ribBX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Aeschynomene evenia</em></td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>29 ± 4</td>
<td>56 ± 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. sensitiva</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>29 ± 5</td>
<td>43 ± 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. deamii</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>48 ± 8</td>
<td>53 ± 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. tamhacaudensis</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>8 ± 3</td>
<td>20 ± 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NF-dependent</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>WT</td>
<td>ribBX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>A. afraspera</em></td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>25 ± 2</td>
<td>25 ± 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>A. nilotica</em></td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>12 ± 3</td>
<td>42 ± 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Seedlings of different *Aeschynomene* spp. were inoculated with wild-type (WT) ORS285 and ORS285 ribBX. At 23 days postinfection (dpi), the plant growth was compared with noninoculated control plants and the mean nodule number, mature nodule phenotype, and mean nitrogenase enzyme activity, as analyzed by the acetylene reduction assay, was determined. Symbols: +++ indicates no nitrogen-starvation signs and plants are much better developed than the noninoculated control plants, − indicates no difference with noninoculated control plants, nd = not detectable, and † indicates the standard error of the mean.*
Fig. 6. ORS285 ribBX does not affect the symbiotic interaction with Aeschynomene afraspera (LSTM number 1). A, Comparison of the growth of A. afraspera plants inoculated with wild-type (wt) ORS285, ORS285 ribBX, ORS285 gcdH, ORS285 BRAD5118, and ORS285 gntR. Noninoculated plants (ni) were used as control. B, Mature nodules on A. afraspera plants inoculated with ORS285, ORS285 ribBX, ORS285 gcdH, ORS285 BRAD5118, and ORS285 gntR. C, Number of root nodules on A. afraspera plants inoculated with ORS285, ORS285 ribBX, ORS285 gcdH, ORS285 BRAD5118, and ORS285 gntR. The mean number of nodules per plant (n = 5) at 23 days postinfection (dpi) is presented. D, Acetylene-reducing activity of A. afraspera plants inoculated with ORS285, ORS285 ribBX, ORS285 gcdH, ORS285 BRAD5118, and ORS285 gntR at 23 dpi. The mean amount of produced ethylene per hour and per plant (n = 5) is indicated. Error bars (C and D) represent standard errors of the mean and letters represent conditions with significant difference according to Tukey’s test (P < 0.05). RibBX promoter activity in nodules of A. evenia. A. evenia plants were infected with E, the wild-type (WT) or F, P_{ribBX-gusA} reporter strain and, at 15 dpi, the β-glucuronidase activity in 70 µM nodule sections was determined by 5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indoxyl-β-D-glucuronide cyclohexylammonium salt staining.
levels were hardly affected with the ribBA mutant strain (Supplementary Fig. S2). Due to these very low levels of riboflavin secretion, we were unable to draw a conclusion concerning an eventual role of the ORS285 RibBX protein in riboflavin secretion. In contrast to other rhizobia for which abundant riboflavin secretion have been shown, photosynthetic bradyrhizobia are very slow-growing bacteria. Also, riboflavin has been shown to trigger (prime) the immune system of plants (Nie and Xu 2016). The very slow growth under laboratory conditions and not using NFs (which have been shown to suppress the plant innate immune response) (Liang et al. 2013) in certain symbiotic interactions could be reasons why ORS285 cells do secrete very low amounts of riboflavin into the extracellular medium. In all bradyrhizobia, ribBX forms an operon with the gcdH gene which encodes for a glutaryl-CoA dehydrogenase (GDH) that converts glutaryl-CoA into crotonyl-CoA and carbon dioxide (CO₂), a reaction that plays a role in the degradation of fatty acids, lysine, and benzoate but also in the metabolism of tryptophan (Blázquez et al. 2008; Hildebrandt et al. 2015; Revelles et al. 2005). GDH belongs to the acetyl-CoA dehydrogenase gene family, whose members contain a derivative of riboflavin, FAD, as cofactor. Upon oxidation of the substrate, the FAD cofactor accepts the electron and subsequently transfers it to an electron-transfer flavoprotein to finish the reaction cycle. Thus, although we could not demonstrate a key role for ORS285 RibBX in riboflavin biosynthesis under laboratory conditions, the ribBX gene context suggests that it could play an essential role when the main biosynthesis pathway does not produce sufficient riboflavin to support metabolic pathways in which GcdH plays a role.

In this study, we showed that RibBX is required for an efficient symbiotic interaction of Bradyrhizobium ORS285 with certain and, in particular, NF-independent Aeschynomene spp. (Fig. 3; Table 1). With these species, plants infected with the ORS285 ribBX mutant formed nodules but these nodules were unable to fix nitrogen (Fix⁻ phenotype). The absence of

**Fig. 7.** ORS285 ribBX deletion affects the symbiotic interaction with Aeschynomene nilotica (IRRI 014040). A, Comparison of the growth of A. nilotica plants inoculated with wild-type (WT) ORS285 and ORS285 ribBX at 23 days postinfection (dpi). Noninoculated plants (ni) were used as control. B, Mature nodules on A. nilotica plants inoculated with ORS285 and ORS285 ribBX. White-colored nodules on A. nilotica plants inoculated with the ORS285 ribBX strain are indicated with a black arrow. C, Number of root nodules on A. nilotica plants inoculated with ORS285 and ORS285 ribBX. The mean number of nodules per plant (n = 5) at 23 dpi is presented. D, Acetylene-reducing activity of A. nilotica plants inoculated with Bradyrhizobium ORS285 and ORS285 ribBX at 23 dpi. The mean amount of produced ethylene per hour and per plant (n = 5) is indicated. Error bars (C and D) represent standard errors of the mean and letters represent conditions with significant difference according to Tukey’s test (P < 0.05). E, Glucuronidase activity in A. nilotica nodules induced by E, wild-type (WT) and F, the ribBX mutant strain of Bradyrhizobium ORS285. Nodule sections (70 µM) were stained for 6 h with 5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indoxyl-β-D-glucuronide cyclohexylammonium salt.
interaction of ORS285 with Aeschynomene inactivation of the gcdHabolic pathways that require GcdH enzyme activity. However, ribBXBrucella abortusintracellular survival in eukaryotic cells has previously been Aeschynomene plants were completely devoid of bacteria (Fig. 4E). Thus, ORS285 RibBX or, rather, the RibB domain seems to be required for the persistence of the intracellular infection in Aeschynomene plants. Interestingly, a link between riboflavin biosynthesis and intracellular survival in eukaryotic cells has previously been shown for Brucella abortus (Bonomi et al. 2010). As indicated above, the gene context of ribBX suggests that riboflavin biosynthesis via RibBX is employed when the bacterium uses metabolic pathways that require GcdH enzyme activity. However, inactivation of the gcdH gene had no effect on the symbiotic interaction of ORS285 with Aeschynomene leugumes (Figs. 3 and 6). In this context, it should be noted that Bradyrhizobium ORS285, in addition to gcdH, contains many other genes that encode for proteins which belong to the same gene family as GcdH and of which the function is unknown. Thus, it is highly possible that the absence of a symbiotic phenotype for the gcdH mutant is due to functional redundancy and that one of these putative acetyl-CoA dehydrogenases converts the formed glutaryl-CoA during symbiosis. Alternatively, Bradyrhizobium ORS285 could contain an additional glutarate catabolic pathway, as recently discovered in P. putida KT2440. In this pathway, glutarate is not acetylated into glutaryl-CoA but in a reaction with 2-ketoglutarate converted into L-2-hydroxyglutarate and succinate (Zhang et al. 2018). Taken together, as was done by the authors in the B. abortus study, at this stage we are unable to pinpoint a specific biological process during the intracellular infection for which riboflavin biosynthesis is required.

Intriguingly, when the NF-dependent Aeschynomene sp. A. afrasperawas infected with the ORS285 ribBX mutant, no symbiotic defect was observed (Fig. 6). This means that ORS285 does not need RibBX activity for interacting with A. afraspera, or that this plant species supplies the bacterium with the required riboflavin. A similar difference in symbiotic interaction has previously described for an ORS285 nifV mutant (Nouwen et al. 2017). In this case, we were able to demonstrate that A. afrasperaexpresses a nodule-specific homocitrate synthase that provides the bacteria with homocitrate so that it can form an active nitrogenase enzyme complex. Plants synthesize riboflavin using enzymes that are similar to the ones found in bacteria (Fischer and Bacher 2006). Analysis of genomic and transcriptomic data of A. evenia and A. afraspera showed that they have multiple copies of genes encoding RibBA-like proteins (Supplementary Table S4). In both A. evenia and A. afraspera, some of these genes showed a somewhat increased expression in nodule tissue. However, none of the RibBA orthologs showed a nodule-specific expression profile such as we have found for FEN1 (Nouwen et al. 2017). Thus, the nodule-specific expression of an RibBA ortholog in A. afraspera to provide riboflavin to the symbiotic bacterium is likely not the reason why no effect is observed in the interaction of this plant species with the ORS285 ribBX mutant.

The nonrequirement of bacterial RibBX in symbiosis is not a universal characteristic in NF-dependent Aeschynomene spp. because, in the second species tested, A. nilotica, the ribBX mutation had a drastic negative impact on the symbiotic interaction (Fig. 7). Such variation has also been observed, for instance, for the interaction of an R. trifolii riboflavin auxotroph with different clover species (genus Trifolium) (Pankhurst et al. 1974; Schwinghamer 1970). This indicates that bacterial riboflavin requirements in certain NF-dependent interactions are dependent on the host plant genotype. As an essential component of flavoproteins, riboflavin derivatives play important roles in many different physiological processes. Consequently, environmental factors such as oxidative or nitrosative stress, iron or oxygen availability, available growth substrates, and eventual toxic compounds to be inactivated are expected to have a great impact on how much riboflavin has to be synthesized by the bacterium. A specific environmental condition in the nodule tissue of certain Aeschynomene spp. could mean that the bacterium requires the RibBX protein to increase the total amount of riboflavin synthesized or, alternatively, to compensate for a reduced synthesis via a thus-far-unidentified pathway. Given the complexity of the rhizobium–legume interaction, we expect that the total amount of riboflavin required during symbiosis (and the pathway used to synthesize it) is determined by multiple factors. This could explain the host-dependent phenotype as observed in NF-dependent symbiosis but also means that the existence of NF-independent interactions in which bacterial RibBX is not required cannot be completely excluded.

Taken together, this study shows that the RibBX protein plays an important role in the symbiotic interaction of Bradyrhizobium ORS285 with the majority of the tested Aeschynomene spp. In addition, as found for E. meliloti (Yurgel et al. 2014), inactivation of ribB(A)X did not result in riboflavin auxotrophy, whereas no other copies of genes homologous to ribA and ribB are present. Future studies are required to obtain a better understanding of riboflavin biosynthesis in rhizobia and bradyrhizobia in general and the requirement of riboflavin during symbiosis.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Bacterial strains and growth conditions.**

Tables of strains and plasmids used in this study can be found in the supplementary materials (Supplementary Tables S1 and S2). Bradyrhizobium ORS285 (Molouba et al. 1999) and derivatives were grown at 28°C in modified yeast extract mannitol medium (YM) (Giraud et al. 2000) or a minimal BNM-B medium to which no riboflavin was added (Podlešáková et al. 2013).
Escherichia coli riboflavin auxotrophs (Bandrin et al. 1983) were obtained from the Coli Genetic Stock Center. E. coli strains were grown in Luria-Bertani medium or a minimal M9 medium at 37°C. When required, the media were supplemented with ampicillin (50 to 100 µg/ml), kanamycin (50 to 100 µg/ml), cefotaxime (20 µg/ml), spectinomycine (20 to 200 µg/ml), or 500 µM riboflavin.

Construction of mutant and reporter strains of Bradyrhizobium ORS285.

All DNA fragments were amplified using primers as listed in Supplementary Table S3. To construct ribBX, gcdH, BRAD5118, and gntR insertional mutants, 312 to 382 bp of the internal sequence of each gene was amplified by PCR. The resulting fragments were isolated, cloned into plasmid pGEM-T Easy (Promega Corp.), and transformed into thermocompetent E. coli XL2-Blue cells (Agilent). Correct clones were verified by sequence analysis. The internal gene fragments in pGEM-T Easy were excised with SalI-BamHI and ligated into suicide vector pGJ194-PnodA-gusA (ribBX, gcdH, and BRAD5118) (Supplementary Materials) or pGJ194 (gntR) (Griffits and Long 2008) digested with SalI-BamHI. After transformation into E. coli XL2-Blue cells, correct clones were selected via kanamycin resistance (50 µg/ml) and subsequent DNA restriction enzyme analysis. To construct a ribBX reporter strain, the 276-bp region upstream of ribBX was amplified by PCR, cloned into pGEM-T Easy, and transformed into E. coli XL2-Blue cells. After verification by sequence analysis, the promoter fragment was excised with SalI-BamHI and ligated into suicide vector pGJ194-PnodA-gusA digested with the same enzymes. After transformation into E. coli XL2-Blue cells, correct clones were selected as described above. Plasmids were transformed into CaCl2-competent E. coli S17-1 cells (Simon et al. 1983) and mobilized into Bradyrhizobium ORS285 using the biparental mating protocol, as previously described (Podleśiakova et al. 2013). Correct insertion of the plasmids was verified by PCR. To construct sYFP-tagged derivatives, plasmid pMG105-PribBX-sYFP-specR (for construction, see Supplementary Materials) was transformed into electrocompetent Bradyrhizobium ORS285 (mutant) cells and, after transformation, plasmid-containing clones were selected via spectinomycine resistance (200 µg/ml) and sYFP fluorescence.

Complementation of the ORS285 ribBX mutant.

Complementation of the ORS285 ribBX mutant was tested with different DNA constructs: (i) construct A, consisting of the ribBX promoter region plus complete ribBX gene; (ii) construct B, consisting of the ribBX promoter region plus the RibB domain; and (iii) the ribBX promoter region plus the RibX domain. These DNA regions were PCR amplified using primers that can be found in Supplementary Table S3 and cloned into the pMG105-PspecR plasmid (Supplementary Materials) that contains the spectinomycine resistance gene. The pMG105 plasmid replicates and is stable in the ORS285 strain. To construct the plasmid in which the RibB domain has been deleted, the promoter region plus the first 12 nucleotides of ribBX and the RibX domain were PCR amplified and subsequently fused using overlapping PCR. The constructed plasmids (pMG105-P\_ribBX-ribBX, pMG105-P\_ribBX-ribB, and pMG105-P\_ribBX-ribX) were introduced into electrocompetent cells of the ORS285 ribBX mutant by electroporation. Strains containing plasmids were selected on YM plates supplemented with spectinomycine at 200 µg/ml and kanamycine at 50 µg/ml.

Complementation of E. coli ribA and ribB mutants.

For complementation of E. coli riboflavin auxotroph mutants, ribBX, the ribB domain, and the ribX domain were PCR amplified from plasmids pMG105-P\_aabb-ribBX, pMG105-P\_aabb-ribB, and pMG105-P\_aabb-ribX, respectively, using primers as indicated in Supplementary Table S3. The resulting fragments were cloned into pGEM-T Easy and transformed into E. coli XL2-Blue cells, and correct clones were verified using DNA restriction enzyme analysis and DNA sequencing. Subsequently, the genes were excised from pGEM-T Easy by BamHI-HindIII digestion and cloned into plasmid pJF118 E/H (Fürste et al. 1986) digested with the same enzymes. After transformation into E. coli XL2-Blue cells, correct clones were selected using DNA restriction enzyme analysis. For complementation studies, the different plasmids and pJF118 E/H were transformed into CaCl2-competent cells of BSV11 (ribB11::Tn5) and BSV18 (ribA18::Tn5), respectively.

Plant growth and acetylene reduction assay.

Aeschynomene spp. used in this study were A. evenia (CIAT22283; Malawi), A. deamii (LSTM number 24; Mexico), A. tambacoudensis (LSTM number 60; Senegal), A. sensitiva (LSTM number 28; Senegal), A. afraspera (LSTM number 1; Senegal), and A. nilotica (IRRI 014040; Senegal). Sterilization of seed, germination, plant growth, and inoculation with bacterial strains were as described (Nouwen et al. 2017). At the indicated times after inoculation (as specified in the figure legends), photos of plants were taken, the number of nodules on the roots were counted, and the ARA was used to measure the nitrogenase enzyme activity (Podleśiakova et al. 2013). Time points of analysis were chosen such that there was a clear difference in growth phenotype between noninoculated and (WT) inoculated plants.

Microscopy.

For confocal microscopy, root sections containing nodules were harvested and rinsed with distilled water. The rinsed root sections were fixed overnight with 4% (wt/vol) paraformaldehyde in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) at room temperature. The fixed root sections were washed three times with PBS, embedded in 5% agar and sectioned (50 to 70 µM) using a vibratome (VT1000S; Leica, Nanterre, France). Nodules induced by sYFP-tagged strains were analyzed as described by Bonaldi et al. (2011). To determine the GUS activity in nodules formed by the mutant and P\_aabb-reporter strains, fresh nodules were embedded in 5% agarose and sectioned (50 to 70 µM) using a vibratome (VT1000S; Leica). Nodule sections were incubated for 30 min in GUS assay buffer (Bonaldi et al. 2011) at 37°C. After staining, the sections were washed three times with water, mounted on microscope slides, and observed under bright-field illumination with a macroscope (Nikon AZ100; Champigny-sur-Marne, France).

In vitro nitrogenase enzyme activity.

To determine the nitrogenase enzyme activity under free-living conditions, Bradyrhizobium ORS285 and ORS285 ribBX were grown in 9-ml vacuette tubes (reference 455001; Greiner Bio-One) containing 2 ml of BNM-B medium without riboflavin supplementation. To avoid overpressure, 0.9 ml of air was removed before injecting the same volume of 100% acetylene. The cultures were incubated at 28°C and, at 7 dpi, 1-ml gas samples were analyzed for ethylene production by gas chromatography and the optical density (at 600 nm) of the culture was determined (Nouwen et al. 2017).
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